BIB forte eco - the universal solution
for your instruments and burs
Cleaning and disinfection solutions for the dental instruments including burs are on the one
hand supposed to have an intensive effect so that pathogen germs are killed reliably, but on the
other hand they must not damage the partly very sensitive instruments.
Therefore, so far users have had to apply different solutions depending on the sensibility of the
instruments to be cleaned and thus observing different contact times.
Now there is a simple solution!
With the new universally applicable BIB forte eco ALPRO succeeded in further improving BIB
forte, well-proven for years. The bactericidal (incl. TBC & MRSA), yeasticidal and (according to
RKI) virus inactivating (incl. HBV, HCV, HIV, Herpes simplex, Influenza, BVDV and Vaccinia) efficacy is already achieved at a 0.5 % concentration within 60 minutes. In the ultrasonic device as
well you obtain the same result, plus an efficacy against non enveloped Adeno, Noro and Polio
viruses.
By the still improved material protection formula also with instruments sensitive to corrosion
there is no risk of damage. This high material compatibility is also granted if a higher concentration is used or if the contact time is exceeded, even if it is longer than the weekend.
Of course the new BIB forte eco, too, is free of aldehydes, penols and even QAC and thus universally applicable for all instruments – including the rotating instruments in your practice.
Furthermore, the BIB forte eco – VAH/DGHV certified and listed – is extremely economical, as
with the handy 1 litre dosage bottle 200 litres ready for use solution can be prepared. This reduces costs and required space in your store.
Please find more information on our website
http://www.alpro-medical.de/68-0-BIB-forte-eco.html
or contact us directly.

Delivery forms:
		
		

REF 3741 		
REF 3742 		

1 Ltr. Dosage bottle
5 Ltr. Canister

